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Modified Point Svstem Planned
J

by JOHN H. MILLER

A modified point system
be
vices by next fall. (Daily file photo)

by Dining

The Dining Services Committee is discussing plans to
implement a combination
board plan/point system by
next fall, according to James
Levine, Director of Dining
Services .
“This action would be the
first step in a transition to a
point system,” noted Mike
Yudell, Chairman of the Services Committee of the Tufts
Community Union Senate,
which oversees the Dining Services Committee.

Dukakis Proposes Deficit
Reduction Plan at Harvard
by GREGG WINSTON
Saying that our “national
alarm clock went off,” with
the recent plunge in the stock
market, Massachussetts Governor Michael Dukakis proposed yesterday a policy for
reducing the deficit that
would give “Wall Street and
Main Street a sign that Washington is serious at last.”
Dukakis, a democratic
presidential candidate, called
for both an increase in the
effort to collect unpaid taxes,
and to “cut spending to some
programs. ’’
Speaking to students at
Harvard Law School, his
alma mater, Dukakis stated
that one out of five Americans
do not pay what is owed in
taxes which he called “dumb
fiscal policy.” He estimated
that an additional 110 billion

Governor Michael Dukakis
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dollars in revenues could be
added through a policy of
“firm Revenue Enforcement.”
When asked if higher taxes
would be part of this policy.

the governor replied, “We
may have to raise taxes, but
let’s collect what isn’t being
paid first. ’’

page l8

see DUKAKIS,

The system being considered starts with the existing
board plan where students
have a set number of meals per
week. In addition, a student
would purchase points which
have a cash value. The points
may be used in cash facilities,
such as the Campus Center
and
cashline,
Yudell
explained.
The planned changes are to
be worked into the existing
system to familiarize the
students with the nature of the
program, stated committee
member Neil Schwartz.
Next week a general proposal will be presented to the
Dining Services Committee for
their discussion and consideration, Levine said.
Senator Cindy Saltzman, a
commitpe member commented, “I would like to see
a point system, but there are
currently not enough choices
for students.”
The Committee is currently

Ganz, Senate Advocate Divestment
I

by MIKE ZINN
Student Trustee Representative Jeff Ganz advocated complete divestment of
university ‘holdings in South
Africa to university leaders
yesterday.
Additionally, a senate
request to address trustees on
divestment at next month’s
general board meeting was
granted by Chairman of the
Board of Trustees Nelson
Gifford.
The university has discontinued its implied adherence
to the Sullivan principles,
guiding “moral” investment
policy in South Africa and
must “justify its change or
come up with a constructive
policy,” Ganz said.
Reverend Leon Sullivan
has called for complete disinvestment of corporations in
South Africa due to lack of
policy change in the apartheid
regime. The university has
retained investments carrying
a Sullivan rating of 1 and 2,
qualifying them as constructive engagement corporations.
Sullivan’s disinvestment
statement calls for withdrawal
.

.

_ *

.

of foreign companies from
South Africa. The exhortation does not specify divestment policy or investment
withdrawal from South Afri-

can Companies. The board is
uncertain whether the exhortation is actually a principle,

see DIVESTMENT, Page 19

looking for ways to restructure
the system to give students
more options, Schwartz said.
The Dining Services Committee has been discussing
other actions to improve the
service provided at Tufts. Past
recommendations of the committee have included the extended lunch hours at MacPhie, and the installation of
microwave ovens in the dining
facilities.
The committee is consider- ing a student survey to obtain
suggestions, such as menu
revisions. The idea is that for
every viable student suggestion, that person’s name will
go into a raffle. Prizes might
include a telephone answering
machine or a video cassette
recorder, explained Heather
Akawie, a member of the Dining Services Committee. .
Other ideas being discussed
include bringing a chef from a
Boston Restaurant, such as
Legal Seafood to prepare a
meal. “It has been done at
Boston University, and has
been a great success,” commented Akawie.
“The chairpeople are receptive to the ideas of
~ k anoted.
~ i “They
~
are redly listening.”

Formation of Greek
Guidelines Underwav
U

by BILL LABOVITZ
Provost Sol Gittleman, the
new chair of the Ad -Hoc
Committee on Fraternities
and Sororities, said yesterday
he hopes a document outlining L‘one standard of behavior” for the Greek system
will be ready in three to four
weeks.
The committee yesterday
for the first time this semester
is t o begin laying t h e
groundwork for “rules, regulation, and guidelines by
which fraternity and sorority
members live as citizens of
this community,” Gittleman
said.
Committee members, who
will meet on a weekly basis,
will tackle a broad range of issues related to Greek life
.
I

.
. L *

.

.

pledging, chapter and institu-

here, including fraternity and
sorority recognition, new COlonies. housing;, dry rush and

see GREEK, Page 18

IGC Secretary Dan Foster and President Jackie Stern discuss
the new Greek constitution at a Tuesday.meeting. (Photo by
ChrisStevens)
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Sound Arguments

TO the Editor:
I am writing in response to
the letter written by Pam
Greenberg and Phil Pardi,
printed in Monday’s Daily.
My purpose is not to defend
either the CIA’s crimes or the
federal government’s sanctioning of those crimes; I abhor
both. However, I do not allow
my feelings or personal morality to prevent me from seeing
the issue rationally.
Their letter contains three
separate arguments, each with
the same conclusion - that
the CIA does not have the
right to free speech. None of
the three arguments is logically
sound. In order for an argument to be sound, it must pass
two tests; it must be valid (the
conclusion must follow from
the premises), and all of the
premises must be true. If an
argument fails either of these
tests it is not sound.
The first argument which
Greenberg and Pardi present

LETTERS
I

All Letters to the Editor must be typed and double-spaced.They may be sent on a group’s behalf, but
the name and phone number of at least one member of that group must be included. All letters must be
submitted before4:OO p.m. to be considered for the next day’s issue.
The letters section is meant to be a forum for discussion of campus issues or the Daily’s coverage of
events. Opinions expressed in letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of the editorial board or
any of its members. The executive board reserves the right to edit all submitted letters. Publication of
letters is subject to the discretion of the executive board.

Misunderstood

.

T o the Editor:
I opened Tueday’s Daily to
find two more letters attacking TPAC (for its actions at
October 19’s forum on the
CIA and for a subsequent
statement by Pam Greenberg
and Phil Pardi) entitled “Observing Radicals” and
“Hoodlums.” Honestly, I
didn’t think it could get any
worse. Now the members of
TPAC are ‘hoodlums’? It is
painfully obvious that both
these statements lack the intelligence and maturity
Meagher seems so interested
in finding and, after these last
two letters, it is also evident
that this whole issue has become something of a release
valve for a few people to
throw insults at student activism. I would like to interject
some well-considered
thoughts into this mess.
TPAC’s position on the
CIA issue is not widely
understood. As a member,

although I certainly cannot
speak for the entire group
(despite generalizations that
have been made, the opinions
of TPAC’s members are not
homogeneous), I think I can
clarify what TPAC’s agreed
goals and intended methods
were at the CIA forum:
Firstly, TPAC feels that the
CIA does not have the right to
free speech on a college campus where, for example, the
Nazi Party would not be
permitted to make appearances. Although free speech for
either group outside the private institution is another issue, we believe that the university administration and/or
the members of the Tufts
community would have been
justified had they disallowed
the CIA’s presence on campus.
Despite these opinions, the
members of TPAC did not
want or attempt to block Hulnick from speaking for the

leaves - heavy at times

simple reason that we felt this
free exchange of ideas, during
which the CIA’s abuses
would hopefully be brought
to light, promised to be a valuable experience. There was
an audience interested in
learning about the CIA
(which, of course, included
the members of TPAC) and it
would not have been appropriate to attempt to deny
them the opportunity to do

so.

I

However, the CIA forum in
its initial structure was not a
“free exchange of ideas.”
Hulnick was alotted far more
time to speak, according to
the ground rules, than were
the opposing speakers. For
TPAC, this was a disturbing
point and, in the beginning of
the forum, one member stood
up and attempted to raise the
issue; again, this was not intended to block Hulnick from
speaking. On the contrary,
TPAC was seeking out the
means to a free exchange of
ideas. The moderator, Scotty
McLennan was receptive to
this proposal (despite all the
shouting) and called for a vote
on whether the discussion
should continue as planned;
the majority voted in favor
and the forum began.
It is true, during the course

of the discussion several
members of the audience attempted to disrupt the forum,
but this was not action taken
by or on the part of TPAC; in
fact, it was a member of
TPAC (the same member
mentioned above) who eventually convinced one of the
protestors to sit down and let
the discussion continue. I
can’t condemn the actions of
the other protestors on behalf
of TPAC, but their methods
were certainly incongruous
with TPAC’s.
It was the hope of TPAC
that the true nature of the
CIA would be disclosed during the course of the discussion. Accusations that TPAC
was trying to limit free speech (
are plainly wrong. TPAC did/
not want or intend to dedy
anyone the opportunity to
hear Hulnick, but we were
concerned that the faits also
be heard. Furthermore,
TPAC does not condemn
Paul Joseph for participating
in the forum.

has as its premises the following four statements: 1) The
CIA is a criminal organization;
2) Normal criminals are
brought to trial and punished;
3) Normal criminals retain the
right to free speech; 4) The
CIA is not brought to trial or
punished, and therefore is not
a normal criminal (Le., the
CIA is an abnormal criminal).
From these it concludes that
the CIA does not retain the
right to free speech. However,
this argument is not sound
because the conclusion does
not follow from these four
premises alone - it’s an invalid inference. In order for
the conclusion to follow it
w u l d be necessary to add a
fifth premise, “Abnormal
criminals do not retain the
right to free speech.” This
statement is not true, though,
so even though the modified
argument would be valid, it
still would not be sound.
According to the Constitution, the right to free speech is
forfeited only in a few very
specific circumstances (sedition, for example). Failure to
be brought to trial and/or be
punished for one’s crimes is
notone of these special
circumstances.
Their second argument
states the premises: 1) Rights
and responsibilities are inseparable, and thus the CIA
cannot retain rights while renouncing responsibilities; 2)
The CIA renounces its responsibilities by not being brought
to trial for its crimes. It then
concludes that the CIA cannot
retain rights (specifically the
right to free speech). This
argument is valid - its conclusion does follow from its
premises - but it is still not
sound because premise
number 1 is not true. The
rights protected by the Constitution remain protected,
regardless of whether one
fulfills hisher responsibilities.
If the fact that one commits a
crime and is not brought to
trial and punished for it
through government sanction
removes this protection, then
any criminal who has been
granted executive clemency
(Richard Nixon, for example),
must no longer have any
rights. This is absurd.
Greenberg and Perdi’s third
argument presupposes: 1)The
Constitution does not extend
the Freedom of Speech to institutions, only to individuals;
2) The CIA is an institution;
and again they conclude that
the CIA does not have the
right to free speech. Again,
this argument is valid but not
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Security Options Explored
Despite the fact that Pinkerton Security has shown a “marked
improvement,” Associate Dean of Students Bruce Reitman said
Tuesday that his office is exploring other security options, inclucing using students on the weekends.
Reitman said any changes will be implemented next year.
Pinkerton, which underwent a performance review due to “total
ineffectiveness,” is “at a level of adequacy where we can get by
this year,” he added.
Resident directors favor the greater employment of students
because they feel they do “as good or better” a job as the professional guards, Reitman said. The RD’s opposed a proposal to hire
roving guards, he added, explaining that they felt it was more
useful to have guards at dormitory doors.
Attempts to use student guards on the weekends has failed in
the past, despite salary differentials, although Reitman said he
is “willing to consider giving it a second shot.”

District Meeting Planned
The Tufts Community Union Senate will hold district meetings
at the end of this month or at the beginning of November, according to Senate President Tracy Hahn. She called the
constitutionally-mandated meetings “one of the best forms 01
keeping in touch with our constituency.”
At the meetings, which were generally insuccessful last year,
senators will discuss projects undertaken by various Senate committees, as well as get feedback and answer questions from
students.
They will be held in dormitories and other on-campus housing
during hall snacks or dorm meetings, Hahn said.
She added that off-campus sites will be incorporated into the
current districts by the Elections Board.
The Senate had originally planned to exclude off-pcampus area5
because of poor turnout when it was first tried last year. 11:
response, Senator Bill Shein said on October 19 that it is “a horrible mistake” to “ignore a significant part of the community.” He
added, “We are not being the representatives we were elected tc
be.”

Buffer Funding Approved
The X U Senate October 19 approved the following recommendations for buffer funding made by the Allocations Board:
- $200 to the Afro-American Society;
- $215 to Sarabande;
- $466 to Leonard Carmichael Society;
- $735 to the Baptist Student Fellowship;
- $61 1 to Tufts University Pictures;
- $272 to Tufts Lesbian and Gay Community
In addition, the Senate tabled a proposal from Portfolio for
$2,000 to make up for a subscription drive which never took place.
The Senate recommended that magazine editors use other means
to obtain the needed funds.

Commuter Rep Elections to be
Held
A special election for a Tufts Community Union Senate commuter representative will be held November 4. Nominations are
due November 1. Senate President Tracy Hahn said “concerns
have been expressed” regarding the lack of a commuter representative following the resignation of Denise Cremin last month.

Homecoming King and Queen -to
be Selected
The Homecoming king and queen will be announced at a pep
rally on Friday at 6:15 p.m. Voting starts today in the dining halls
and the Campus Center.
The following are nominees: Mary Benson, Nancy Benson,
Margaret Choe, Karen Maynard, Kelly Moynihan, Sharon Scott,
Dan Feldman, Jeff Ganz, Andy Hunvitz, John Orcutt, Pat
Timony, Raj Woolever.

see NEWS, Page14

Enrollment of Blacks in
Graduate Schools Down
BOSTON (AP) - Black
enrollment i n graduate
schools declined in this decade after peaking in the
1970s, particularIy in engineering and other lucrative
career fields, according to a
study that says changes in education systems and in the
black community are needed
to reverse the trend.
“The current status of
black Americans in higher
education -is clear evidence
that the clock is ticking
backwards,” said the author
of the study, Gail Thomas, a
Texas A&M sociology professor.
“Blacks are at a dangerous
point in terms of becoming
disempowered as a result of
what I see as a disturbing
trend in higher education,
because higher education still
remains the major avenue for
upward mobility for black
Americans,” Thomas said in
a telephone interview.
The percentage of graduate
students who are black
dropped from 5.1 percent in

Rrama
Llama
(Ding Dong)
NORTH GRAFTON,
Mass. (AP) - A newborn
llama that was near death because it was too weak to
suckle has made a remarkable
recovery in one day at the
Tufts University Veterinary
School, a spokeswoman said
on Wednesday.
“We wondered if she was
going to make it yesterday,
but everybody walked in this

see LLAMA, Page 15

1976 to 4.2 percent in 1982,
according to the study, which
was published in the current
issue of Harvard Educational
Review. Black enrollment in
professional schools remained
stable at 4.6 percent during
the six-year period, the study
said.

“Black students remained
highly underrepresented in
graduate and professional
schools relative to their availability in the baccalaureate
pool,” Thomas said in the
study. “Equally critical is the
fact that despite major affirmative action efforts in the
1970s, black student enroll-

see DECLINE, Page 17

11 Dead in Tibet;
More Missing
BE1JING (AP)- China said
today it had mobilized military
planes to rescue foreign and
Chinese travelers stranded
near the Tibet-Nepal border
by a snowstorm.
China “takes the matter very
seriously and is now using
emergency rescue operations
including the use of military
aircraft,” the Foreign Ministry
said, providing no other
details.
An official of the Tibet
Autonomous Region office in
Beijing, Zhou Shaoxi, said
nearly 200 travelers marooned
by the Oct. 19-21 blizzard, including foreign tourists, were
rescued Tuesday morning.
They were brought to the
county seat of Nyalam near the
border, he said.
He said 11 Tibetans died
when they were trapped by the
snow while out gathering cow
dung.
A tourist official in Lhasa,
reached by telephone, said
about 200 foreign tourists who
had taken the Friendship Road
to Nepal had trickled back into Lhasa over the past two
days. She said there were no
reported injuries among those
who had been stranded by the
storm.

It was not clear whether the
tourists were connected to the
travelers in Nyalam, or how
many foreigners remained at
the border town.
Zhou said trucks and planes
were being rushed to Nyalam,
and the travelers would be
returned to Lhasa, the capital
of Tibet within two or three
days.
Fred Brooks, a 34-year-old
Canadian, told The Associated
Press in Katmandu, Nepal,
that foreign tourists aboard
three buses, two mini-buses
and a landcruiser were stranded by the storm as they approached Tangla Pass, at an
altitude of 17,384 feet.
Brooks and seven others
hiked more than five days to
seek help in Katmandu.
Brooks said the road at the
pass was covered with 1?4 feet
of snow.
He said there were more
than 100 tourists from North
America, Europe and Japan in
the buses, which stalled in
snow Oct: 19 while traveling
from Lhasa to Nepal.
From Tangla Pass, the road
descends to a flat, arid plateau
which leads to the Himalayas.
see CHINA, page 13

Seoul Opposition Party Split
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)

- Opposition leader Kim
Dae-jung split the South
Korean opposition yesterday
by announcing he was running
for president in elections later
this year.
He entered the race despite
last-minute attempts to persuade him and rival opposition
leader, Kim Young-Sam, not to
run against each against other.
Kim Young-Sam declared his
candidacy Oct. 10.
“I hearby announce to the
people my intention to become
a candidate for president in
orders to fulfill my responsibility to history and to accept
the opportunity of service,”
Kim Dae-jung said.

In other developments today, about 4,000 students called for the downfall of the
government at two rallies in
Seoul. No clashes or arrests
were reported. In a statement
read to reporters, Kim Dae- j u g said he had no choice
but to run because of the expectations of his followers. He
said he alone could ensure full
democracy in South Korea.
“I have confirmed that the
overwhelming majority of our
people support me enthusiastically,” the 61-year-old
opposition leader said.
“I am firmly confident of
my forthcomming victory,” he
added.
Kim Young-Sam said in an

interview today that he would
win the presidency despite the
entry of his rival. “I am sure
I will score a big win receiving
more than half the votes,” said
Kim Young-Sam.
The announcement of Kim
Dae-jung’s candidacy came
the day after South Korean
voters approved a new constitution that clears the way for
direct presidential elections
and other reforms.
President Chun Doo-hwan,
a former general who took
power with military backing in
1980, bowed to demands for
the reforms after huge anti-government protests in June.

see KOREA, page 17
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On My Mind Prejudice Reduction Workshop
** *

Mike Epstein

America’s Best Colleges?
Anger.
Frustration.
Disappointment.
Embarrassment.
More than anything, confusion.
Why wasn’t Tufts included in last week’s U.S. News and World
Report survey of America’s Best Colleges? I searched long and
hard, perusing each individual category - from national universities to national liberal arts colleges to Southern comprehensive
institutions to Western liberal arts colleges - but the result was
always the same. We aren’t there.
To make matters worse, I couldn’t help but notice who was
there, in our place. Of the schools listed as the 25 best national
universities(the subdivision in which Tufts would have been placed), just about all of the schools with whom we share an applicant pool - Duke, Michigan, Northwestern, Penn - are there.
And then there is Wisconsin and Emory, schools which I have
always been told are a rung below Tufts on the rankings ladder.
Yet the 760 college presidents who chose to respond to the survey
chose to include them and omit-Tufts.
I was insulted. I take such pride in Tufts being one of the nation’s top colleges that when it was left off the U S . News list,
I took it personally. Who were these people telling me that Tufts
wasn’t as great as I had believed it was? Why, when my mother
asked me why Tufts hadn’t made the survey, was I so defensive,
as if she were attacking me? Why was my greatest fear after reading
the article going home for Thanksgiving and being chastised and
mocked by my friends from these other schools?
I had to figure out why. There had to be some reason that Tufts
University was shunned by the respondents. Sol Gittleman told
the Daily last week that, in effect, it was them, not us. He
discredited the validity of the survey and asserted that it was in
no way a reflection on Tufts. But then he added that, of course,”
this may sound like sour grapes.” He was right; it sure did.
I decided that I wasn’t going to let the Provost off that easily.
I was a little perturbed that the magazine’s findings angered me
more than they did him. It was too easy to say that it wasn’t an
accurate report; I wanted him to go beyond the excuses and rationalize and explain to me what Tufts - or at least its reputation
- lacked that caused this result.
When I met with the Provost, though, he stuck to his guns.
He explained to me in greater detail his reaction to the poll, and,
quite honestly, made a pretty convincing arguement.
Gittleman claimed that the key to understanding the survey’s
results lay in the survey’s respondents. While it might initially
sound impressive that the list was compiled fron the responses
of nearly 60 percent of the nation’s college presidents, Gittleman
explained that this was misleading. Most of these men, according
to Gittleman, “are of limited academic background.
“After the top 100 or 150 schools,” he continued, “you have
a variety of people who run businesses; they are fund raisers and
managers. These people do not have any expertise in academia.
see MIND, p a s 15

Mow-

Improves Understanding

by SONJA WEINKOPF
In an effort to continue preudice awareness education
on campus, a Prejudice Reduction Workshop led by
Cherie Brown and Arlene Allen was held in the Crane
Room on Tuesday night.
Brown and Allen are professionals from the National Coalition Building Institute of
America who have conducted
workshops of this type at over
sixty universities nationally as
well as in Europe and Asia.
The event was made possible
by the Chaplaincy, the Dean
of Students Office, the Office
of Equal Opportunity, the
Office of the Presdient and
the TCU Senate.
Fifty students and faculty
described by Brown as a
“wonderful” and “courageous” group were led, over
the course of the evening,
through a series of intense
personal reflection and sharing exercises. The purpose of
the process was “...partly to

Fifty students and faculty turned out for a prejudice reduction
workshop Tuesday night. (Photo by Chris Stevens)
learn, partly to heal, partly to
know how to do something
different.. . ” commented
Brown. Conciously avoiding a
lecture style presentation, Allen and Brown chose seven
exercises that ranged from
one on one interviews to
team-like reports, to role
playing. According to Allen,

the outcome would be to
build trust among the group
and “to help us understand
our own ethnicity first.. .there
is a lot of risk taking involved
here. ”
“If I don’t know that being
black is right for me, I’m not

see WORKSHOP, page 13

Computer Facilities Improved
by JOELLE BIELE
It seems like everyone
knows how to use a computer
these days. Word-processors
and PCs are in all of the
dorms on Campus. If you

don’t .own one yourself, you
know someone who has a
computer. Students take classes in BASIC, FORTRAN,
and COBOL and many major
in the growing field. Becuase
computers have become a

EATON IN: And hoping you can get that CSC 11 assignment
done before 11. (Photo bv Cvnthia Catullol

necessary part of our daily
lives, Tufts has expanded the
computer facilities for the
academic community.
The computer facility at
Eaton Hall has been enlarged
this year to meet the growing
need of Tufts students. It
contains over thirty computer
terminals. At prime hours the
computer center can be quite
full; however as one employee
noted, there is rarely ever a
wait to use the terminals due
to the amount of computers
and the hours.
Most students feel that the
computer facility in Eaton is
an improvement over the past
few years. All of the computers are hooked up to one
main system allowing access
from many points on campus.
There are more terminals
than before. Previously, students had to use the same
computers for wordprocessing as regular work
which, at times, could be inconvenient and difficult.
However, now with the addition of more word-processors,
the use can be divided between the PC’s and mainframes. The computer area
also offers sessions on
different types of computer
usage like graphics design
and VAX use.
The computer center that is
currentiy in Eaton is an im-

see EATON, page 17
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Suzanne Vega: From ‘Left of Center’ to Center Stage
were unintelligible. T h e
sound mix was extremely
muddy and unprofessional,
but it did improve as the performance continued. The second song, “Can’t Go Home
Again,” was also upbeat but
the two guitarists did not
show much movement, and
the song lost a little of its feel.
The third song surprised the
audience as lead singer and
synth player Steve Mullin announced that the song was
one that he had helped to
write for Eddie Money’s
comeback album. At first I
thought it was going to be a
filler, but instead it was
“Endless Nights,” one of the
most popular songs of 1987.
Lead guitarist Mike Jarris,
drummer Mark Gott, bassist

by ADAM CONN
“Left of Center” is a song
that Suzanne Vega performed
for the Pretty in Pink movie
soundtrack. Naturally I was
delighted when I discovered
that my orchestra seat on
Thursday, October 22, was
i n d e e d l e f t of c e n t e r .
However, my seat was extremely left of center as it was
the leftmost seat and furthest
back in the orchestra section.
My vantage point appeared
poor, but thankfully I was
mistaken.
A Chicago group named
Steve Mullin opened the concert with their first Boston
performance. The four man
group played a very upbeat
first number, but the lyrics

Bjorn Free and Mullin worked incredibly well with the
piece and performed it better
than the Money album version.
After a lengthy break in setting the stage, Vega calmly
walked on stage with her
band. She stepped up to the
microphone and started to
talk about “Tom’s Diner,”
which is really Tom’s Restaurant located at 112th Street
and Broadway in New York
City. The lights went down
and only a dim overhead spotlight was used. Vega started
with the a capella song and
kept up to a great steady
rhythm with a series of long
pauses. T h e next song,
“Straight Lines,” from her
first album, was a good piece

Suspect Remains Suspect
by DEBBIE GOLD

‘

“You were there; Elizabeth
Quinn was there. Her pocketbook was stolen; you had the
money. Her throat was slashed; you had a knife. How did
you expect us to believe you
didn’t kill her?” This was the
challenge confronting Carl
Wayne Anderson and his attorney, Public Defender
Kathleen Riley in the new
movie, Suspect.
Anderson is a violent and
scary vagrant, who evolves into a character we sympathize
with as a deaf and dumb indigent played by Liam
Neeson. Cher portrays the industrious ar,d moral lawyer
who puts all her energy into
defending a client even though
she is at first unconvinced that
there could be a case for his innocence. Her performance is
both credible and solid.
Dennis Quaid is Eddie
Sanger, a suave and handsome
Washington lobbyist who is
probably not the first man to
sleep his way to success, nor
the first to try to buy a congressional vote. There are certain to be many more like him
who have shirked jury duty
when their time has drawn
near. It’s not hard to see why
cocky and confident Sanger is
intrigued by the bright and
determined Public Defender
Riley. But to believe that such
a curiosity could lead Sanger
above and beyond the call of
the good samaritan of the year
would require quite a strong
prescription of rose-colored
glasses.
As a jurist for the trial,
Sanger drops clues for Riley to
investigate. Despite Cher’s
anger at these gestures, he continues to follow the leads by

,

himself. In one scene he
receives a serious knife wound
for his efforts and not a great
deal of gratitude from Cher.
The audience questions the
credibility of his motives. For
the most part these questions
remain unanswered.
These manipulations are
worthy as lead-ins to some very

his
marriage
quickly
deteriorates. Anderson loses
his home, his hearing, his
speech, and his hope. From a
semi-coherent, dangerous
street dweller, Liam Neeson
gradually becomes a character
we can sympathize with. The
creation of an individual from
the anonymity of a nonfunc-

well
performed
scenesstaged
whichand
allude
to the
wide ranging SDectrum
of
Washington society. There are
glimpses of the power wielders
in the halls of the Caoitol and
the homes of the influential.
Alternatively, there are peeks
at the powerless and penniless
in the shadows and sewers, in
dark corners, and behind the
Union Station Metro. These
scenes are potent and rarely attempted on the Hollywood
screen.
The well placed encounters
of the two worlds occur in a
few skillfully drawn scenes.
One example is a trade struck
between Quaid and a homeless
woman. She is willing to part
with a Presidential gold pin for
a pair of shoes, the ones that
Quaid are wearing, as well as
his socks. Hidden underneath
ragged blankets she smiles at
him and the camera, displaying a mouthful of yellow
decaying teeth. We later find
out that the pin wasn’t real
gold, but gold plated.
Inside the courtroom, a
history is given to the suspect,
Carl Wayne Anderson. His
story is a compelling one.
Without the aid of a character
witness, Cher draws a sympathetic view of a Vietnam
veteran who is taken out of the
war because he needs a reason
to kill another man, and the
military is unable to provide
one. After he is shipped home,

see SUSPECT,
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and the crowd responded appropiately. After singing this
second song, she talked about
the interview she gave “Good
Morning America” that
morning at 6 a.m. She spoke
about how her music has been
classified as folk. The next
piece, entitled “Small Blue
Thing,” brought in the
sound of a backup singer,
whom I couldn’t see from my
vantage. Regardless, the feel
of the song was great, and
Vega’s guitar amplified this
good feeling.
The set continued with
“Cracking.” The beginning
of this song had Vega speaking in a singing voice. The
crowd reacted warmly to her
work from the first album.
“Ironbound/Fancy Poultry”
saw the return to the newest
album, “Solitude Standing.”
The song, Vega commented,
was about Newark, New Jersey. The mention of this town
brought massive cheers from
the crowd. Ironbound is a
section of Newark that is surrounded by railroad tracks
and everything’s name begins
with Ironbound; Ironbound
School,, Ironbound Market,
etc. Her dark deep voice is
her key, and it sounds even
better in concert than on the
radio. This song used this
stronghold of Vega’s popular-

ity to capture the audience’s
applause.
Vega, a New York City
native, commented how the
next song, “In the Eye,”
could be sung if your life was
being threatened. The lyrics
open with “ If you were to
kill me now/Right here I
would still/Look you in the
eye/And I would burn mys e l f h t o your memory/As
long as you were still alive.”
The lighting used for the song
and the songs preceeding it
were quite simple, as there
was no need for those laser
light shows that seems to be
trendy in this era. Vega had
fun speaking with the crowd.
After a short talk, Vega began
“Queen and +e Soldier.”
This rather lengthy song was
about a soldier who tells his
Queen that he will no longer
go to war for her. The soldier
tries to take the queen’s
crown. Vega spoke of a chat
she had had backstage with a
fan about the song. The
crowd enjoyed the story, and
Vega seemed to be even warmer that she first appeared.
The next song played is one
that Vega had planned to
d r o p from t h e set b u t
couldn’t as it is going to be
the next release. The name of
see VEGA,
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The ‘Silents ’ and the Jews
by STEPHEN D. KURTZ
Last Thursday night I
journeyed to the Museum of
Fine Arts to watch a film special entitled Outsiders as Znsiders: Jews and the History of
American Silent Film. I had
no idea what to expect, except
that the program was scheduled for two and a half hours
and that the World Series was
on that night.
The program opened with
an introduction by Sharon
Rivo, who is the Executive
Director of The National
Center for Jewish Film at
Brandeis University. The
center, established in 1976,
contains over 3,000 films and
has been called “one of the
best kept secrets in Boston.”
One of its functions is as an
archive to find and preserve
“films and photographs of
Jewish subject matter.” She
introduced the main speaker,
Dr. Tom Gunning, associate
professor of film at SUNYPurchase.
Dr. Gunning, an expert on
early American film, described the program for the
evening. Four films were
shown, portraying the chang-

ing image of the Jews in
American silent film. Initially
the Jew was shown as a
“scheming merchant” in a
generally negative sterotype.
These were single-shot movies that were less than ten
minutes long and were popular in teh pre-World War I
era.
He discussed the themes of
the movies that were made
during the 1920’s. The moviemakers had moved out of
New York to Hollywood and
had begun to produce feature
length films for mainstream
American society. The contrast between the world of teh
European shtetl and the melting pot of America was the
main theme presented in the
film “His People.”
This film was made at Universal Studios in 1925 under
the direction of Edward Sloman and ran for ninety-one
minutes. It presented the
Cominsky family growing up
in the ghetto of New York’s
Lower East side. The film
contrasted two sons and their
relationship with their family.
One is a giver, the other a
taker. One goes to law school
while the otehr pays for the

tuition by working as a prize
fighter. One tries to hide his
simple beginnings while the
other keeps giving to the family even though they reject
him because of his “profession. ”
While the audience was
watching, we were treated to
an amazing improvised piano
accompaniment by Bob Winter. It was as though the clock
had been turned back sixty
years and we were watching
the film during the “roaring
20’s”. This silent film was
more entertaining than most
of the trash produced today.
The audience was intellectually challenged and excited by
the film, a rarity in modern
cinema.
The images of family as
well as its assimilation into
American culture were clear
in this presentation. Dr.
Gunning stated that the characters were “not losing their
Jewish identity to American
culture, but were actually
creating American culture. ”
With this statement, he highlighted the theme of the entire program. T h e Jews

see.FILMS, Page 15
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Fuel for the Stove
I have a lot of books.
Most of them are about baseball, though.
This baffles some people.
“That’s pretty sad for an English major,” they say as they
look at my bookshelf.
They’re usually not invited back.
Anyway, with the Hot Stove League season officially having
started (it now being a few days after the end of the Series), and
reading (along with arguing) being one of the main activities of
Hot Stove Leaguers, some people may be wondering what the
bookshelf of an average baseball maniac consists of. (Some people may not. They can go back to the crossword puzzle. By the
way, 22 Down is “lapwing.” Don’t say I never did anything for
YOU.)
Anyway, for those who care, here are ten of my favorite baseball reference books (‘ ‘reference” being defined as either statistical or broad-based historical non-fiction: Leigh Montville’s
Beyond the Sixth Game, although a wonderful book, doesn’t
count. And oh, by the way, don’t ever buy a book written by
any member of any team that’s just won something. Guaranteed
drek.):
The Baseball Encyclopedia (Macmillan). Not having it is
sort of like being a Christianity fan and not having the Bible. The
essential stat book. Every number. Ever. Updated every couple
of years, but a supplement is published after every season. Yes,
it’s expensive, but if you own one book, make it this one.
The Official Encyclopedia of Baseball (Doubleday). Not to
be confused with the preceding entry, this paperback has a better history section, and some other neat things the Encyclopedia
leaves out (like selected records and a picture or two). One place
to find not only the complete “Casey at the Bat,’’ but also
Grantland Rice’s response piece, “Casey’s Revenge. ”
The Game and the Glory (Prentice-Hall). Published in 1976,
this is a glossy, full-color overview of the sport. The pictures are
stunning, and the essays top-notch. Perhaps a bit shallow, but
the pictures amply make up for the book’s occasional overslickness. Search used bookstores for this one.
Take Me Out to the Ball Park (Sporting News). The book
about baseball parks. Thirty-five in-depth park histories, complete with drawings, pictures, and superbly written histories
about not only the parks themselves, but the origins of baseball
in those particular cities, and the parks they started in. A phenomenal book.
The Sporting News Baseball Trivia Book Series (Sporting
News). Two books (that I know of so far), which run about
neck-and-neck in their ultimate uselessness to conventional society. Which, of course, makes them so wonderful. Great pictures, along with tons of trivia, from the memorable to the picayune, makes these books really valuable.
The Hidden Game of Baseball (Doubleday). The Sabermetric Manifesto. A fascinating mathematic book. Most of the
math is way over my head, but perhaps that’s why it’s so intriguing. Actually, Bill James spends an entire chapter in his book
proving (quite convincingly) why the formulas in this book are
inappropriate, which makes Hidden Game’s lasting potential
doubtful, but hey, it’s a riot to watch these guys explain how Cal
Ripken’s 1984 season was statistically better than any season
guys named Williams, Gehrig, Cobb, Musial, Mantle or Hornsby ever had.
The Great American Stat Book (Ballantine) or The Baseball
Abstract (Ballantine) or The Elias Baseball Analyst (Collier).
Not because I like them so much, but because they are interesting to have around, especially in the bathroom. A friendly tip,
though: Don’t buy more than one a year. There’s really no need
for that whatsoever. I personally think sabermetrics are dying
anyway. Remember the days when a guy just hit .280 with 20
homers and 100 RBI? No Runs Created, no Player Wins, no
Overall Goodness. Those days are coming back, kids. Mark my
words. I don’t mind seeing them on the screen every once in a
while, but don’t try to convince me that they’ll revolutionize
baseball.
see COURT, Page 13
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Field Hockey

TuftsJumbos
Demolishes
Wheaton
Look Ahead to NIACs
by KELLEY ALESSI
Domination. Complete and ned with the goal and drilled
two shotsn
sheer domination is the best it right past Wheaton’s net“Be& is playing outstandway to describe the Tufts minder, before the ball craing; she has been since BowField Hockey team’s performance in its final game of the
regular season against Wheaton Tuesday afternoon. The
Jumbos outscored their opponents 3-0 and assuredly
have a great deal of momentum heading into this weekend’s NIAC (Northern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference) Tournament.
“I think this was the best
game we played all year at
both ends of the field,”
commented head coach Carol
Rappoli. ‘We dominated both
halves. We had not been able
to put the ball at Williams, so
Cathy Healy blasts the ball past a Wheaton defender. (Photo
it was nice today to finally put
)
it in and play some solid defense. ”
shed against the box.
doin. Anne is having a great
Wheaton’s attempts to tie season so far,” praised RapThe Jumbos drew first
the game were futile. Not poli.
blood in the opening minutes
only did they not score, but
of the contest. Junior coA cushion was added to the
they rarely got the ball past
captain Becca Knapp took a
Jumbos’ advantage before the
Tufts’ midfielders. Freshman close of the first half. Aryn
penalty shot from the top of
goalie Tricia Burke was left Landau passed to Melissa
the key and dished it off to
virtually untested the entire
co-captain Anne Brogden.
afternoon, only having to save see HOCKEY, Page 15
The senior was perfectly alig-

Men’s Soccer

Jumbos Fall in Final Minute
by DAVID ROTHENSTEIN
To say that this one hurt
would be a grave understatement. Not only was this a
game that would have raised
the Men’s Soccer team’s
record to 7-6, but it also was
a game that the Jumbos, for all
intents and purposes, should
have come out on the victorious end. But they didn’t.
Instead, they let Clark University come away with a tense,
pressure-packed 2- 1 victory
yesterday afternoon in
Med ford.
It was a dreary, overcast day
as the teams took the field, and
it got progressively colder as
the day wore on. Clark, ranked fifh in New England, came
out strong and tried their best
to look professional. But the
Jumbos were not fazed at all,
and they stood their ground
admirably from the start. Each
team had its opportunity early on, but great defense on
both ends held the game
scoreless. Clark, indeed, was a
very talented team and was
able to control the pace of the
game at midfield. But it
amounted to little, as the Jumbo defense held tough and prompted the scoreless deadlock
as the first half came to a very
abrupt end.
The second half, however,
proved to be one of the most
exciting periods of the entire

season. Tufts came out determined, and they were able to
put a lot of pressure on the
Clark defense and goalkeeper.
In one sequence, Peter
Goldberg, Neal Lieberman,
Adam Simon, and Jason Hutchinson all had cracks at the
net. But nothing was able to
get through. The defense,
meanwhile, bolstered by some
great play from Doug Rivard
and Dave Lum, was able to
keep the attacking Cougars at

TUFTS

bay.
That is, until about halfway
through the half, when a loose
ball proved to be too tough for
the defense to handle, and a
Clark forward was able to trap
it and drill it past the out-stretched hands of goalie Paul
Auretto for a 1-0 Clark lead. It
might have been disheartening
at first, but the determined
Jumbos came right back to

see SOCCER, page 13
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Homecoming King- and queen Nominees
Raj Woolever
Fulbright applicant to Sri Lanka
Fall ‘86 - Semester in India
Coordinator at Tufts Conference Beauri
Senior Interviewer for Admissions Offic
RA - 2nd yr. Houston, Stratton
Exploration leader
LCS Executive Board

Andy Horwitz
Campus Tour Guide
Student Field Representative
Volunteer - Somerville Coalition for the Homeless
Delta Tau Delta Brother
n

John E. Orcutt

Kelly Moynihan

.

RA
Women’s Crew
Senior Interviewer
Irish-American Society
Catholic Center Board
Co-Editor 87-88 Pachyderm

Sharon Scott
Tufts Cheerleader
Afro-American Society
Admissions Tour Guide
Scope Program
Total Eclipse
Halloween on the Hill

Karen Maynard
Leonard Carmichael Society President 86-87
Red Cross Blood Drive Coordinator 85-87
Senior Advisor for LCS
Womens Varsity Volleyball ‘85
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Homecoming King and Queen Nominees
Dan Feldman

Nancy Benson
Team Captain Cross Country
Team Captain Indoor and
Outdoor Track
All American 4 Seasons
Treasurer of Film Series
University Orchestra

Margaret Choe
IDC 2 yrs ‘85, ‘86
Vice President TCB
Special Events Chair
RA Richardson House
Community Action Project
Homecoming Committee 86-87

Jeff Ganz
Producer “Sweeney Todd ’ 9
Senate
Trustee Representative
TSR Board of Directors
Teach an Exploration
Writing a thesis on South Africa

Mary Benson
Vice President Off-Hill Council
Chairperson Judiciary Committee
Off-hill Socail Committee
Spectacular Committee
Daily Writer
Intramural Volleyball and Softball
Head Cashier Food Master

Patrick Timony
Co-Captain Crew Team
Catholic Center - President
RA - 2nd year
CCD teacher - St. Clement’s School
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Dry Cleaning
Service

Super Suds
Laundromat
395-1 450
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Mon.-Fri. 7-1(
Sat.-Sun. 7-8

199 R Mystic Ave.
Medford, Mass. 02155
Right next to Domino’s
Pizza
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How to accompk
more infive hours
aweekthanyou
normally accomplish
111 rorty

$1.00 off coupon any
service
Exp 12:/ 14
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We’re not talking about material accomplishment.
What we’re about to suggest won’t put another penny
in your pocket. And it has nothing to do with organizingyour appointment calendar.
The idea is simply this: five hours a week, contrib
uted to the causesyouhappen to care about. Charitable.
Religious. Political. Artistic. Wherever you feelyou
have something to give.
Just five hours a week. Most of us waste that
muchtimeinfrontoftheTVset, withour fingerson
the remote-control button. When that same five
hours could help us change, not just the channels,but
the world we live in.
So think about it. Then look around your own
community, and see what you can do.
It could be the most productive five hours you’ll
ever spend.

“DfPINl’tN’ A Public Service 01

*(‘OR

HOUSING LICENSE CANCELLATION
DEADLINE
Students reaulrlng less than a full academic year’s recidency (e.g :
i;iJ-year graduatlon, leave of absence, study abioad, etc.). are required to cancel their license agreement. You must do this by
NOVEMBER 1 , 1987 or be sublect to a late fee of $200.00.
Please stop by the Housing Office, 72 Professor’s Row, before this
cjiiie to fill out your License Break Form.

.

This Newspaper

Anthony’s Salon
1153 Broadway at Curtis Corner
Somervjlle (Telle Sq.)
Unisex Salon
623-9704
Facial Waxing

$5.00

Flat Tops - Bos Strip Conventional Haircuts

Student Hair Cuts
$7 .OO

Perms $25.00 - $35.00
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WORKSHOP
going to be able to offer a
substantive hand. to someone
who isn’t black,” explained
Allen while introducing a
unique part of the workshop
entitled “Looking At Our
Own Stereotype.”

VEGA

continued from page 5

emotion that people used to
express their anger and to
share personal experiences.
“It would be helpful if whites
could see that racism is not a
black or gay problem. It is the
fear and problems whites
have within themselves that
causes racial discrimination,”
shared sophomore Karen
Massey.

Many felt that the effectiveness of the event could be
attributed to the candor and

page thirteen

Commenting on her learning experience that evening,
freshman Shara Gustman felt
that, “When you hear an individual speak you learn because it becomes humanized... you understand why
there is so much anger because you have the chance to
see something t h r o u g h
someone else’s fdter. ’’

Those who attended the
workshop that evening left
with a heightened understanding of the,hurt that discrimination causes and a relief that feelings had been
brought out into the open
with success. Brown concluded that “Some very personal things came out here
tonight. We saw how blacks

and gays are able to see their
pain as being similar. People
also learned some new terms
and even began to correct
themselves as they spoke. I
think that this experience
gave them a sense of hope
that there can be a real
change. ’’

standing ovation of the night.
A suggestion from Vega was
for her to play all night, and
the crowd responded with an
unspoken (but applauded)
“YES!” T h e last song,
“Night Vision,” is a slow
piece off the Solitude Standing album that the crowd
didn’t seem to be familiar
with.
Vega’s uniqueness and
stage performance held an
appreciative audience in awe
of her talents. Steve Mullin
was a bonus. To best summarize Vega’s performance, I
shall quote a Brandeis freshman who said, quite simply,

“She’s great!”
the song is “Gypsy” and it
was performed with the entire
band offstage. All spots were
focused on Vega and her
guitar. In the middle, Vega
stopped and asked, “Did I
sing that verse? (crowd
laughter) Don’t laugh, it’s
happened!” The song was a
gentle lullaby. This, as with
the rest of the performance,
was sparked to life by the
softness of Vega’s beautiful
voice.
The next song, also from
the ‘new album, is entitled
“Calypso.” The song is
about the last night that Ca-

lypso and Odysseus spent
together after seven years
together in Homer’s Odyssey. This piece is sung from
the point of view of the
nymph Calypso and is an extremely sad love song.
“ Luka, ”
“Solitude Standing,” and “Left of Center”
were performed for the
screaming crowd. “Solitude
Standing” brought about a
radically different lighting
technique that was really
effective. After this piece,
Vega introduced the band.
Anton Sanko played the

it would have been a brilliant
save had it been snared), and
the ball rebounded right back
to a loitering Cougar attacker,
who proceeded to knock the
ball into the vacated right corner of the net. The score stood
at 2-1 in Clark’s favor, with but
a minute or two remaining.
While junior Adam Simon
(who Lieberman, Zambelli,
and Rivard all praised with
“great job, Simon, great job”)
crossed the ball nicely with
time running out, no one was
able to put the ball through,
and the game ended, as
abruptly as it had begun.

loss to Clark, their record has
dropped to 6-7, and they are
now faced with the challenge
of beating second-ranked
Amherst on Homecoming
Saturday. This obstacle will
not be an easy one, which
makes Wednesday’s loss that
much tougher to accept.
Coach Carl Christensen (and
his whole team) was a picture
of despondency following the
unfortunate defeat. The words
did not come easy at all. “I
really don’t know what to say,”
he began, “except that I
thought we played a really
good game. I thought we
played better than they did,
and consequently we deserved
to win. It was, in fact, a game
that we should have won
because we controlled the tempo of much of the game. I’m

just really disappointed about
this one.”
And this disappointment
showed. There is little doubt
that this was a tough loss, but
it is a loss nonetheless. The
Men’s Soccer team must now
pick up the pieces and their
spirits if they are to challenge
Amherst this weekend.
Christensen feels that the Jumbos still have a good chance to
win their last game of the
season, but they must “go out
and just get it done on the
field.” If they don’t, there will
be much disappointment and
second-guessing on everyone’s
part, especially about games
like this one, which they
should have won. As
Christensen bluntly put it: “I
don’t know about this one. It
really stinks.” It sure does.

continued from page 7
goodnight and leave the
stage, the crowd exploded
into an encore-producing applause.
Vega came back and played
a mellow song entitled
“Wooden Horse (Caspar
Hauser’s Song).” The lighting changed radically as a red
front spot and several purple
backlights were used. This
gave her an aura that can only
be described as the exposed
film look. The song was long
and slow but well done. Vega
then played “Marlene” and
then left the stage again but
soon was called back for a second encore by the second

synthesizers extremely well.
On a rather loud bass was Michael Visceglia. Marc Shulman played guitar. Steve Ferrera rapped out an awesome
drum. Shawn Colvine attempted back-up vocals.
“Left of Center” was the
high point of the concert.
Vega took the microphone
and jumped to center stage.
Sanko opened up on the
synthesizer and Vega started
to dance.
The final song of the set
was “Neighborhood Girls.”
The lighting again was simplistic. The crowd responded
well and as Vega tried to say

SOCCER

continuedfrom page 9
that neither wanted to lose this
game at all. Characterized by
end-to-end action and incredible efforts, the rest of the half
was a madcap of excitement
and intense competition.
Spurred on by a few questionable calls by the referees
and some aggressive plays, tensions erupted and several skirmishes broke out. No one was
thrown out, but it was readily
apparent that there was no love
lost between these two teams.
After Lieberman just missed on a great shot attempt and
with time running out in
regulation, the end came suddenly and abruptly. On a set-piece kick by the Cougars, a
vicious ball was sent flying
towards the Jumbos’ net. The
screaming shot was to0 tough
for Auretto to handle (indeed,

even the game up.
Sophomore Jason Hutchinson, who played one of his best
games all year, lifted a nice
pass from midfield to Jay
Zambelli, who in turn drove
quickly down the middle of
the field. At the last second he
dropped off a lead pass to Peter
Goldberg, who was filling the
open area nicely. Goldberg was
able to manage a strong, well-angled shot (even with his left
foot) that found its way past
the goalie and into the lower
right corner of the net. It was
a very well-executed play, and
it earned the Jumbos yet
another tie, this time at 1-1.
The ensuing pressure by
both teams illustrated the fact

At the risk of overkilling the
point, this one really hurt. The
Jumbos main goal of the 1987
season has been go achieve a
.500 record or better. With this

The Music Man
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Professional
disc jockey
service
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The Bill James Historical
Abstract (Villard). The best,
most complete, baseball history book ever, from both a
statistical and a literary perspective. James’ sabermetrics,
as applied to the players of all
time, get a little redundant,
but the history and the fascinatingly inconsequential
stories are indispensable.

Create the atmosphere you
desire. Join our many satisfied
customers. Call Marc Abend
for details and brochure now.
327-8750
I

I
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continued from page 9
The World Series (Dial
Press). Only the entire, batter-by-batter, play-by-play of
every single game of every
single World Series. Not
much else.
Official Baseball Rules
(Sporting News). It may not
flow like The G a y Hart Sto y ,
but the rules in here .are neat
to have around anyway. Read

continued from page 3

’em. Memorize ’em. Win all
the arguments.
This is just my list, of
books I own. I left some stuff
out, some intentionally (that
big paperback Encyclopediaz ish book is nice), some unintentionally. You can choose
to suggest alternatives, or
not. Either way, the lending
library is always open.

Zhou said two climbing expeditions
on
nearby
Himalayan peaks, a British
team on 26,279-foot Xixabangma and a Japanese team
on 29,028-foot Mount Everesr,
were isolated by the storm.
He said 20 members of the
British team had been accouted for, and rescuers were
looking for 16 others. There
was no information on the
Japanese team.
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Tufts Microbiologist Cited for
Approach to Education
Moselio Schaechter, an internationally acclaimed microbiologist,
was recently named the first Distinguished Professor at Tufts
University School of Medicine.
At the opening faculty meeting for the 1987-88 academic year,
Dr. Henry H. Banks, dean of the medical school, commended
Schaecter for his 25 years of teaching at Tufts and his wide-ranging
contributions to microbiology, culminating in this honor.

Corn m uter Rep resentative
seat is open.

LSAT Registration Stable
Although the October 17 LSAT had the highest registration nationwide in the past 13 years, Associate Dean of Undergraduate
Studies Jeanne Dillon said she “has not really perceived [the
registration] as that big a difference” at Tufts.
Dillon, who is Tufts’ pre-law advisor, said Tuesday she is “on-line” with regard to student appointments and dean recoinmendation letters.
“I’m not suddenly working 80 hours a week,” she said.
Letters of recommendation are required for all students applying to law school. Two years ago, Dillon wrote 166 letters. Last
year’s figure was 140.
She said she does not know what this year’s count will be, as
the process continues through March.

Pick up election packets in
the Senate office (2nd-floor
Campus Center)
Election day is N o v . 4.

DAILY NEWS BRIEFS, Don’t Get
Dressed in the Morning Without Them.
...... - ..........

.........

Thursday, October 29,198

TCU SENATE
ELECTION

continued horn page 3

-...........

-

....

Tufts Debate Team
Due to Homecominq \leekend a c t i v i t i e s on
Saturday, October 31, parking w i l l NOT
be permitted i n either the Jackson or
-hen Lots f r m , 5:OO PM on Friday, October
30 through 6:OO PM on Saturday, October 31.
Alternative Farkin5 is a v a i l a b l e i n t h e
Cousens or Fletcher lots, behind Miller,
West and Packard E a l l s , and i n o t h e r places
on campus marked ‘‘Et a f f and “Faculty”
?“ne Tufts University Police Departn-ent
and the O f f i c e of P l u m n i Relations request
your cooperation. I f necessary,
your car may be t m e d .
‘I

Organzzatzonal meetzng
nurs. Oct. 29, 6:30
Lane .Room Campus
Center.

.

New Members Welcome
no experience necessary
Come get involved!!
.................

._

I

’

Thursday. October 29,1987
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continued from page 5

They are a shallow group of
as was Brandeis, the country’s
people who simply don’t
only Jewish secular university.
know.”
As for Tufts, Gittleman stressThe lack of understanding
ed that the college presidents
and knowledge of the
saw the university as the blue
respondents resulted in a
collar school that it was in the
“white, Anglo-Saxon, Protes1930s and 1940s, when 60 to
tant vision of what colleges and
70 percent of its students were
universities were like 50 or 60
commuters from Medford .
The top rung of college
years ago,” the Provost said.
presidents are much more
“That’s who went to college
aware of the currerit situation
back then.”
in higher education, and GitThe conseqeuences: top
Catholic schools such as
tleman is quite certain that
they didn’t even answer the
Georgetown, Notre Dame, and
Boston College were omitted,
survey. He cited a letter that
continued from page 3

LLAAl‘A

morning and said, ‘Oh wow,
she’s really doing well,”’ said
spokeswoman Judy Francisco.
The female llama, named
Ivory Lady, was only a day
old when it was rushed to the
Central Massachusetts animal

Lowe on a direct corner penalty. With 1249 remaining,
Lowe stopped to set up her
shot, which was deflected off
a Wheaton defender and into
the cage. Tufts led 2-0 at the
half.
In the second half, still another insurance goal was added, this one by freshman attacker Denise Bohlin on an
assist from Lowe. If Wheaton
had entertained any thoughts
of a rally, they were certainly

TPAC
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hospital on Monday by its
breeder, Bob Marino, in
Egremont, Ms. Francisco
said.
The newborn was in serious
danger because of its inability
to ward off infection without

diminished after Tufts’ third
goal of the day.
.“The kids are really excited, and to end the season
like this gives us great momentum,” explained Rappoli. “It was an entire team
effort.”

So, the Jumbos wind up
their regular season with an
overall record of 7-4-1. This
weekend, Tufts will be traveling to Middletown, CT,

the university received from
the president of “one of the
elite, small liberal arts colleges” which was recognized
in the poll, which pleaded for
Tufts - as well as the hundred
or so other schools to whom
the letter was sent - not to
deal with the US News report.
“US News asked the wrong
people,” Gittleman stated.
“The presidents from the best
colleges [including Tufts’ Jean
Mayer] didn’t answer. They,
US News, have asked the second and third rungs who go

the antibodies contained in its
mother’s milk, she said.
Ms. Francisco said the llama’s downy coat, furless eyelids and drooping ears were
among the signs that the timy
animal was born prematurely.
“Everything hadn’t quite

where they will be competing
in the NIAC Tournament. In
the first round, the Jumbos
will play against hosts, as well
as top seeded Trinity. When
the Jumbos faced the Bantams earlier this season, Trinity defeated T u f t s 2-1.
However, the Jumbos had led
by a score of 1-0 throughout
the first half.
T h e w i n n e r of t h e
TuftdTrinity game will play

peakable atrocities and has
continually violated national
and international laws and
human rights principles. It is

RESEARCH
I“G

the Insiders Guide to Colleges
and Tufts’ ranking in the top
20 schools in the country in
the Barrons’ Guide to show
that the US News poll cannot
by itself hurt Tufts.
“This is the most establishment,
wasp-conserative
magazine of the glitzy news
magazines,” the Provost concluded. “You accept it for
what it is, and you blow it off.”
Yeah, but he doesn’t have to
talk to my friends during
Thanksgiving.

developed,” she said. “The
only thing it had was nice,
strong lungs.”

America, are valuable producers of wool and are becoming popular among
western Massachusetts
breeders because of their
adaptability and easy care,
Ms. Francisco said:’

The newborn was resting
Wednesday on a heated water
bed in a padded cell, she said.
Llamas, native to South

in the finals on Sunday,
against the victor of the Williams/Bowdoin contest.
Three weeks ago, the Jumbos
traveled to Maine, where they
tied Bowdoin. In addition,
this past Saturday, Tufts
dropped a game at Williams,
1-0. Despite the fact that the
Jumbos took 15 shots from
the top of the circle, they
could not score against the
Ephmen.
“I think we have a real

FILMS

continued from page 2

and say that TPAC’s position
on the CIA is in no way compromised by this clarification.
The CIA has engaged in uns-

on their knee jerk reactions.
And that’s what you get.”
Satisfied with his explanation on the invalidity of the
survey, I moved on to perhaps
a more important question:
how will the survey, published in a national news
magazine, affect Tufts in either
its admissions or its national
standing? Here too, Gittleman
was not worried. “US News
does this survey every year
[since 19851 and every year our
applications have gone up.”
He cited Tufts’ 5-star rating in

a criminal organization that
has no place on a college
campus. One more thing, did
1 mention how often the CIA
denies people their right to
free speech?
Kevin McCauley A’90

P.S. In regard to the threats
of disciplinary action, 1
would, for once, like to see
Dean Knable really look into
the fact of a situation before
she issues her statements.

good shot [at winning the title]. We are better than we
were at the begining of the
season. We have a real good
shot of upsetting them [Trinity],” reported Rappoli.
Although the Jumbos are
seeded fourth in the tournament, if they maintain the
same level of play that they
demonstrated against Wheaton, the NIAC title will be
well within their reach.

continued from page 7

moved as immigrant “outsiders” to “insiders” in
creating the images that
Americans saw during the era
before “talkies. ”
I would highly recommend
that those fans of nostalgia or
anyone who would enjoy
viewing this rare art form ob-

tain more information. The
National Center for Jewish
Film is located in the Lown
Building, Room 102 at Brandeis University, (899-7044). I
made the right choice in missing the World Series for this
enjoyable evening at the
MFA.

You Can Be a Bartender?
Interesting, part-time assignments on
research studies. Absolutely no sales.
Flexible hours. Pick your own schedule and hrs. each week from shifts
that run Monday through Friday 9am 5pm or 5pm - 1Opm, plus weekends.
Start at $5.50/hour with rapid
advancement to $5.75. Bonuses paid
on each project. Paid training. No
experience necessary.

New England

Bartenders
School

COMPLIMENTARY
BROCHURE

811 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116
Established 1978

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
BarMaster Program
MixMaster Program

Call 492-5676, Monday-Friday, 9-5.
Abt Associates Inc., 55 Wheeler St.,
Cambridge, MA 02138.

LEISURE DIVISION
PartyMaster Program
Beer and Wine Tastings

Local and Nationwide Placement Assistance Available

-

* Lic. by Comm. of Mass. Department of Education

An EQWI O w d u n i t v Employer

(617) 247-1600

Member-Mass. Assoc. of Private Career Schools

Member-Council on Hotel Restaurant Institutional Education
Member-United Bartender School Council

.
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SENIORS!!
YOU CAN’T BEAT
THE SYSTEMS!

Your thoughts and reflections are needed for the 1988 Jumbo Yearbook.
Please limit submissions to 2 - 3 lines and
drop them at Student Activities or under the
yearbook office door - Curtis Hall Loft

w $ 8 cuts
w $20 Perms
w $ 4 0 Cellophanes
w $45 Highlights

DEADLINE:
Wed, November 4th

Photographs needed. Any questions - call
Caroline: 395-7409

Coupon

Senior Portrait Sittings:
November 9 - 13, 9am - 5pm Curtis Hall Lounge

11-19-87

250 Elm St. Davis Square Somerville 625-2800.

Sign Up at Campus Center
November 4 - 6
12 - 6pm

Only 500 Feet from the ‘T’
WALK IN SERVICE MON-FRI 10-8. SAT 9-6.

~ ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l

Thurs Oct 29
Hall0 ween Celebration
w/PLA TE O’SHRIMP
$$’s Best Costume

hour clothim
and h0i;Sehold iteriiS?
Show a little GoodwiIL

Fri Oct 30

Rhythym & Blues
ROLENE and the
SHOOTERS

Thurs Nov 5

Country Legend
JOHN LlNCOLN WRlGHT
& the SOURMASH Boys

Wrong size? Out of style? Just not a favorite anymore? There comes a time
when some things just have to go. But where should they go? The answer
is Goodwill Industries. After your clothing and household items have
worked for you, Goodwill Industries puts them to work for disabled
people. Here’s how: your donated items are sold in Goodwill Industries
retail stores. The proceeds help pay for job training programs. Your
donations make it possible for disabled people to become wage earners,
not tax users. So get rid of all your hang ups. Show a Iittle goodwiil.

Sat Oct 31

ROCKABlLLY
withe BOOGEYMEN

Wednesdays
World

SOU/

Music

w/THIRD ESTATE

w/specia/ guests FACES

Goodwill Industses.

With vour help, our business works. So people can.
*

UNDER 21 WELCOME. BRING DRIVERS
LICENSE OR LIQUOR ID TO DRINK.
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continued from page 5

provement from the previous
facilities that were located in
the building’s basement. The
new arrangement is spacious
and beautiful. With its
windows, drapes, and comfortable furniture, it is not
your typical user area anymore. Prof. Krumme, Chairperson of the Computer
Science Dept. , was surprised
that the university gave so

SUSPECT

be better, preferring the Apple Macintosh over the IBM
PC. The digital VAX 2’s and
3’s, which are used for more
advanced work, are expensive
to run. Some think that the
center is more suitable for regular word-processing than
heavier work.
Jon Polito, a computer
science major, feels that the

university is using a policy of
centralization with the computer terminals. He would
prefer to see more .frequent
and numerous facilities
spread throughout the cmapus than a concentrated one
(the only other main facility is
in the Arena which is not in
prime condition).
The scheduled hours are

another problem for some
students. While some feel
that the hours are convenient
for their schedules others do
not. They feel that the center
in Eaton closes too early
(11:30 on most days). If it is
possible and practical they
would like to see it open on a .
-twenty-four hour basis, like
the user area at Arena.

in which furtive glances and
subtle gestures are the only
motions that save the heroic
duo from being discovered by
a wary judge.
Most of Suspect pursues an
even, if not adventurous,pace,
weaving through a variety of

intriguing suspense and gritty
street scenes. The final drama
unfolds in typical form, revealing the murderer and his
motives to a somewhat surprised audience. The conclusion is
not a show stopper. Instead it.
is supported by qualities that

add value to the rest of the
film, sturdy acting performances
and
realistic
background settings. Whether
these traits create a two hour
experience worth the admission, is a question the viewer
has to answer.

president and Kim Dae-jung is
an adviser to the party, which
has 69 lawmakers in the 272-memberr Naional Assembly.
Kim Dae-iung said he

would run on a five-plank platform calling for national reconciliation, a just economy,
political neutrality of the
military, a self-reliant foreign

policy and reunification fo the
Korean peninsula.
The opposition leader said
he favored a free-market
economy.

early and adequate exposure
to standardized tests have
been identified as factors that
negatively affect the SAT performance of blacks,” Thomas
said. “Despite the reality of
these factors, blacks must
improve their performance on
traditional standardized
achievement tests.”
Reversing the trend is dependent on a commitment by
black parents and community
leaders to promoting higher
education to students and
improved affirmative action
programs by colleges and
state and federal governments, Thomas said.
“Minorities should take
greater responsibility,”

Thomas said in the telephone
interview Tuesday. “But the
major thrust should be at increasing the variety and quality of educational opportunities for minorities at the preschool and primary school
levels. It’s very clear that the
disadvantages in achievement
begins at these levels and becomes larger along the educational pipeline. ”
The study, which relied on
the latest available information from the Department of
Education’s Office of Civil
Rights, found that while
blacks constituted 3.3 percent
of all recipients of undergraduate engineering degrees in
1980-81, only 1.6 percent of

master’s degrees in engineering were awarded to blacks
and less than 1 percent of the
doctorates in engineering
went to blacks.
Black enrollment in biological and physical sciences
and mathematics also was
highly disporportionate,
Thomas said, and in all three
fields black colleges awarded
the overwhelming majority of
advanced degrees received by
blacks.

pients and 1.7 percent of
Ph.D. recipients were black,
the study said.
Blacks received nearly 4
percent of the bachelor’s degrees awarded for physical
sciences in 1980-81, but only
2 percent of the mster’s degrees and l percent of doctorate-level degrees, the study
said.

his right to free speech last
week.
I reiterate that I do not defend the actions of the CIA;
but, as an American, I have no
choice but to defend its constitutional right to free speech,
as well as that of its members.
This right is sacrosanct under
our Constitution. Nor do I
mean to imply that, simply
because this right is given to
the CIA and its members by
the Constitution, that it is

done so justly. It is of course
entirely possible that the
framers of the Constitution,
not foreseeing that an
organization such as the CIA
would someday exist, made a
mistake.
The only option left open to
those who would like to deny
the CIA its constitutional right
to free speech, is to argue that
in fact the Constitution does
unjustly accord this right to
such an organization. It seems

unlikely that this position can
be argued effectively, but if
one does choose to affirm it
then there are only two
justifiable courses of action
under the law of our society.
One is to bring suit before the
U.S. Supreme Court, and the
other is to attempt to initiate an
amendment changing the
alleged injustice in the Constitution as it now stands.
Since no such amendment has
been made, denial of another

much space to the area. Students have commented on
how much nicer it is than the
old facility. It is comfortably
laid out with quality chairs
(people take notice of these
things when they sit for a long
time).
There have been some
criticisms about the new facility, though. Some students
feel that the equipment could

continued from page 7

tioning, almost nonmember of
society was a well accomplished task, making Suspect worthy as a social commentary.
In addition to these depictions in the courtroom and in
the streets, the suspense scenes
enhance the film’s value.

KOREA
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Camera angles were shot down
long dark corridors, through
jail cells, and along shadowed
staircases, leaving the heart
racing in synch with the
character’s echoing footsteps.
Less dangerous, but every bit
as dramatic, is a library scene

continued from page 3

Kim Dae-Jung and Kim
Young-sam were among those
leading the protests.
With Kim Dae-jung’s entrance into the presidential
race, the main opposition

DECLINE

Reunification Democratic PartY is divided. Kim Dae-jung,
who had hinted he would seek
the Presidency said he would
for a new Political party.
Kim Young-Sam is party

Continued from page 3

ment in graduate education is
declining and has not progressed in professional
schools.”
In the study and interview,
Thomas cited a variety of
reasons for the disproportionate enrollments, including
low quality elementary and
secondary schools in predominantly black areas, the failure of guidance counselors
and parents to encourage
blacks to pursue advanced
degrees, and the traditionally
poor performance of blacks
on standardized tests, including the Scholastic Aptitude
Test widely used for college
admission.
“Test bias and the lack of

In the biological sciences,
5.2 percent of those awarded
bachelor’s degrees in 1980-81
were black, but only 2.9 percent of master’s degree reci-

In mathematics, blacks accounted for 5.3 percent of the
bachelor’s degrees awarded in
1980-81, while only 2.6 percent of the master’s degrees
in mathematics went to
blacks and 1.2 percent of the
doctorate mathematics degrees.

SOUND
cluding any religious group)
would have the right to voice
the collective opinion(s) of its
members. This, too, is absurd.
Furthermore, all three
arguments presented by
Greenberg and Pardi are irrelevant because they address the
question of whether the CIA
as an organization has rights,
while attempting to justify action taken to deny rights to an
individual, namely the CIA
representative who was denied

individual’s right to free
speech is unconstitutional.
This being the case, if you
have objections to the words of
the CIA (or the Contras, or
any other person or group),
then you should take the time
to learn how to argue effectively and then attack their words
with your own.

Mike Noonan A’S9
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DUKAKIS

continued from page 1

estic programs, Dukakis said
Dukakis also said that the
that, “The days of blank
deficit will be decreased
check defense spending are
“only by cutting some proover.” he agreed that a strong
grams,” but insisted that
defense is important, but said
“keeping faith with our
that it must also be realistic.
values is very important.” He
”We can’t divorce the deadded that the US must not
fense budget from economic
cut back on education and
reality, because we can’t diother social policies which
vorce our national security
.“invest in our future.”
from our economic security.”
Asserting that “major cuts
He also used the speech to
cannot be taken from domcontinued from page 1

criticize the Reagan Administration’s policy in Nicaragua,
the Gramm-Rudman Act,
and the Strategic Defense Initiative. He called the United
States’ actions in South
America illegal and said that
the money could be better
spent to combat the “real
enemy,” the deficit, unemployment, and our other
domestic economic problems.

Dukakis argued that the “across the board” cuts proposed by t h e G r a m m Rudman Act do not make any
sense. “If the family budget
gets tight, you don’t cut back
10 percent on clothes, food,
and the vacation, you cut the
vacation.
Dukakis said that Star
Wars should be cut since it is

a “destabilizing element”
which the US cannto afford.
The governor also stressed
a “strong and confident trade
policy that encourages more
trade, not less-and that recognizes that the president
already has all the power he
needs to deal with unfair trading practices.”

tional liability, as well as the
relationship between the university and Greek organizations.
“This is not a question of
extending controls,” Gittleman said. “It is just to make
sure all of us adhere to an acceptable level of behavior.”
The ad hoc committee was
formed last spring under
former Dean of Faculty of
Arts and Sciences Frank Colcord after Tufts President
Jean Mayer decided there was
a need for “a standard of behavior appropriate for an academic community,” the provost said.
At that time, the ad hoc
committee instituted a moritorium on the recognition of
new Greek organizations at
the request of the Inter-Greek
Council. It will be lifted once
the committee formulates a
philosophy of how to govern
fraternity and sorority life,
and once the IGC has a new
constitution in place, officials
stated.
“A lot of questions need to
be answered” before the moritorium is lifted, Dean of
Students Bobbie Knable said,
adding that it isaot the committee’s “first priority.”
The IGC is in the process of

licy, in which a new house
that becomes available on
cqmpus would be given to the
oiganization with the most
number of points. The Greek
organizations would be ranked on the basis of the number of years of most recent
charter on campus, the number of years most recent chapter of the fraternity or sorority has been waiting for housing, the best discipline record, and the most active
members.
During debate, IGC representative Josh Leader said:
“Voting on it is very hard.
People vote on what is in the
best interests for their house.
There is a need to compromise. ”

past president, there is not
enough interest in Greek life
on this campus to have an infinite number of fraternities
and sororities, and that some
of the houses would suffer
from too many houses,” Associate Dean of Students
Bruce Reitman said, explaining the motivation begin
some of the committee’s discussions.
Addressing the housing issue, he said his primary concern is not what organization
will get houses, but rather
where the houses are located.
He noted that he wanted to
find residences that are “appropriately located” to avoid
“
a reoccurance” of problems
between fraternities and their
neighbors.
Last spring, the committee
began discussion of several
topics, and reached consensus
on the following:

seeking to establish colonies
at Tufts;
- that rush be limited to
one week each semester for
each group, and that the one
week rush period for each
group will be contained
within a two week period;
- that no alcohol will be
served or provided to any individual, regardless of age, at
any rush events;
- that a student must be in
good standing in the university in order to pledge a fraternity or sorority (good standing is defined as not being on
disciplinary probation level
one or two and not being on
academic probation level two
or three).
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities
consists of Knable, Reitman,
Gittleman, Vice President of
Operations David Moffatt,
various professors, as well as
four student representatives.
Committee members and
IGC representatives agreed
that regulations are necessary
because of the recent growth
of interest in Greek life here.
Foster said ‘‘just about every
house is up on figures. ” Five
new Greek organizations have
formed since 1983.

GREEK

notices
TERTULIA!
Come spend a few hours with
other Spanish speakers. Good
conversation and good food.
Every Thursday 8-10 pm.
Evervone welcome!!
LATIN AMERICAN SOCIETY meeting today at 8:30 pm
at 480s Latin Way F. We have
a lot of activities planned.
Everyone is welcome!
A representative of the
UNIVERSITY O F MIAMI
LAW SCHOOL will be
available to meet with interested students at the Career
Planning Center (Bolles
House) on Friday, October
30th at 9:00, 1000 or 11:W
am.

*

formulating a constitution
that will include guidelines on
Greek life, with an effort to
standardize pledging and
rush policies.
IFC President Jackie Stren
said Tuesday night a constitution will be ready by the end
of this semester or the beginning of second semester. The
process has been delayed by
disagreements over issues including housing and recognition.
“People [IGC representatives] have different
perceptions of the way things
should be,” she said. “It is
hard to affect change.”
IGC Secretary Dan Fosier
stressed the IGC is now “getting its act together” because
of increased responsibility.
“Now the administration is
looking down on us, expecting us to make decisions.”
The bottom line, he added,
is that if the IGC does not
formulate guidelines, the administration “will do it for
you. ”
The IGC approved at its
meeting Tuesday a preamble
to the constitution, outlining
the group’s purpose and basic
structure.
IGC members also haggled
over a proposed housing po-

IGC members will come up
with their own proposals and
vote on the issue next week.
As for the ad hoc committee, members said they must
deal with basic issues such as
the extent that Greek houses
can be considered private residences, whether the university can dictate internal
Greek guidelines, the “right
number” of fraternities and
sororities, and housing.
“It was the feeling of some
IGC members, including the

Now’s your chance to tell your
Work Abroad Strategies and professors what to do! Join
Opportunities:
SOL GITTLEMAN, THE
A workshop for students who B E E Z L E B U B S ,
are interested in working AMALGAMATES,
and
overseas. Monday, November CHEAP SOX for dinner on
9 3:30-5:OO pm. Laminan Nov 3rd and have the “FaculLounge East Hall. Presented ty Wait on You!” Tix LCS ofby Joedy Chidester Acting fice 201 Campus Center.
Director International Center
& Kerry Santry, Associate
Director Career Planning
Center. Bring questions, learn Looking for a place to live?
about your options.
One male needed for space in
Hillside 480’s for second
Portfolio *
It’s the last week to submit semester. Friendly atyour work to the Tufts Literary mosphere.. For info call
Arts Journal for the Fall ‘87 628-8284 and ask for Chuck or
issue. Please drop off your fic- Jeremy.
Four bedroom APARTtion, poetry, drawings, and MENT. Walking distance
photographs at the Reserve from Tufts. Newly renoDesk, Wessel Librarv.
vated. Reasonable rates. Call
625-2194Work 625-7221.

housIng

Awesome sublet tor a second
,emester. One fully furnished
jedroom available in a five
)edroom house. Two full
lathrooms, kitchen, den, wa;her/drier, dishwasher. No
Jarking problem. Across
?om Cousens gym. Please
:all Cherie. 391-0805.
KOOM FOR RENT. Room
available in large West Mediord home with family. Quiet
rsidential area. Rent reduced
#ith childcare (one 3 years
dd). Parking. On ‘T’ line.
Start Nov., Dec., or Jan.
396-7005.

7 Room Apt for Rent 2 min
walk to Tufts, Conwell Ave.
utilities not included $lOOO.oo
per month. Call 391-7430

- that fraternities and sororities should be prevented
from locating in neighborhood areas of the surrounding
community “where difficulties with local residents are
likely; ”
- that there be a moratorium on the recognition of new
fraternity or sorority groups

One room available in 5bedroom apartment. at 50
Winthmp Street near Medford
Hillside, in cooperative environment. $2OO./month plus
utilities. Call 391-2062 if interested. Ask for Julie or
Trov.
HOUSE: Eleven rooms, 1family house, 2 bathrooms,
large yard. For rent. $1,800.00
per month. Available Nov. 1st.
For more information call
396-0396

services

Intramural Basketball Rosters
are due Intramural office Cousens Gym, on November
4th between the hours of 9-12
noon. These are to be accompanied with a $10 forfeit fee.

C.M.T. WORD PROCESSING SERVICES will enter
your documents through an
I.B.M. computer, print text
out letter quality. Free oncampus pick-up and delivery.
24-hour service available.
Guaranteed work at affordable
prices. Cher, 776-6004.

.

SALES MARKETING INTERNSHIP Work for small
food company. Exciting and
outrageous products. Part-time
or full-time. Good experience.
Call
ton Hill
Andrew
lnc., Martin,
626-9010.
Ham
’ p
word Processing/Database
Management Services
SPECIAL
IN T R O D U C T O RY

__

RATES--PROCESSWORD
INGKONSULTING SERVICES. Resumes, reports,
manuscripts, correspondence,
etc. done professionally.
Reasonable rates. Academic &
business experience. BA in
’English. Call Nancy at The
Word Process, 666-4266.

.

For all your document processing needs. Theses, term
papers, manuscrpits, reports,
resumes, etc. Professional
quality; prompt, accurate service guaranteed. One month
free storageon I.B.M. P.C.24-hour service available. Conveniently located off Boston Ave.
Call Peter/Jiliana, 483-8069.

.

-
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DIVESTMENT
Secretary and Overseer of the
Corporation Joe Lambert
said.
Withdrawal of the university’s 4.5 million dollar
portfolio of South African
holdings would “lend support to apartheid resistance,”

continued from page 1
Gam said.
. Individuals on the trustee
board as well as students and
administrators all “had
differences in acheiving the
end” of the apartheid regime,
Lambert said.
Most African political

leaders have advocated
divestment up until the last
six months, Rotberg said.
“College trustees should
not make moral prenouncements on such political matters as divestment and South
Africa,” Director of the

Center for the Study of
Higher Education at University of California at Berkeley Martin Trow said.
The Sullivan mandates to
disinvest would be a “dramatic departure” from the “philosophy of the Sullivan prin-

ciples,” Lambert said.
The principles advocate
constructive engagement, or
the promotion of racial equality in South Africa through
financial influence.

A mandatory meeting for all Daily
office workers will be held on Tuesday,
November 3 at 8:OO p.m. in Curtis Hall
Lounge. Back hours will not be paid
and checks cannot be issued unless you
attend this meeting.

Attention all Daily Copy Editors and
Typesetters: you must attend one of two
mandatory meetings: Wednesday or
Thursday at 7:30p.m. in Curtis Lounge.
Back hours will not be paid and checks
cannot be issued unless you attend one
of these meetings.

Thursdav, October 29,1987
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TYPING SERVICE!! Professional typing of your paper,
theses, application, tape rransaction, etc. On IBM electronic typewriter. Five minutes
form Tufts. Ten years typing
for Tufts students. Reasonable
rates, call 395-5921, ask for
Fran:
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
WORD PROCESSING
Fast, accurate with over 10
years manuscript experience.
Hours 8am to 5:30pm. Other
hours by appointment. Call
661-2622. Bette James and
Associates 1430 Mass Ave.
Harvard Square next to Harvard Baybank.’
,
I H E AUDIO CONNECTION is here again! We
feature all models of all major
stereo brands at significantly
discounted prices. We sell
receivers, tapedecks, CD
players,
loudspeakers,
separates and more at considerably lower prices than any
area retail store. MAXELL
. XLZ’s now only $1.89 each.
Call Andy now at 628-9214 for
full product and price information. T H E AUDIO
CONNECMN- back for iits
5th year!
LOVE! FANTASY! FUN!
You can make “special-opes”
(envelopes) from materials all
around you. Make and send
envelopes your way - whacky,
sensuous, sophisticated, or
humorous. Simple to use
plastic template with instructions. $3.00 postpaid. Moneyback guarantee! Not available
elsewhere!
Anthony’s
Original, PO. Box 5077(T),
Natick, Mass. 01760.
Laser bound presents:
THE $99 DJ SPECIAL
Dance to a wide variety of pop,
rock, local and progmsive
cuts (most from compact disc).
Prices for standard 9um-lam
9

rYPING SERVICE
Fheses - Manuscripts
Rrmpapers - Reports
iesumes - Cover letters
’ersonalized
Letters
Znvelopes - General typing
&ick service and reasonable
ates
:all Pat at 492-2744
I‘HE MUSIC MAN
PROFESSIONAL DISC
10CKEY SERVICE
YOU deserve the best at your
Darty. Seen on Boston’s Best
h i s e all summer long.
Reasonable prices; C.dl Marc
4bend at 327-8750 $
Laser-typset resumes just
$15/page. Papers only
$2.25/page. Free on campus
delivery and quick turnaround. GENERIC Word
Processing
Service 246-3700. Quality word processing at a Generic price.

wanted

TEN-FOOT MESSAGE
BANNERS FOR SALE!! An
inexpensive way to say Happy
Birthday, I Love You, or Happy Halloween. A great idea for
homecoming or Halloween
parties. Choose from 5 different colors of paper and over
100 graphics! only $4.99! call
623-2981 and leave a message.

.

THE PROCESSED WORD
Professhnal Word pmesslig 1
typing service offering:
Resumes and cover letters,
tape transcription, reports,
theses and dissertations.
Notary Public. Free on’:campus pick up and delivery.
hasonable rates. For prompt
and accurate service. Call
Ian;-- 195-0004.

:an You Type?
4nd do you like to stay up late
)r get up early? The Observer
lesperatly needs someone to
ypeset on Thursday nights!
Work-study preferred. Call
:buck or Melinda at 381-3240
LSAP.

:or Sale: I.B.M. Compatible
- LEADING EDGE
MODEL ‘D’ and Systems
Software
(including
Diagnostics’), W K , Auburn
Monochrome monitor. Ex:ellent condition - $700. or
best offer. Call mornings/evenmgs, 625-2257, ask for John.

If you love kids and they love .
you and you have excellent
references, at least 10 daytimes
hrslweek available, and want to
earn $5-$lOhr babysitting,
parents in a pinch has the
perfect part-time/full time job
for you! Call Joy at 739-5437

ATMOSPHERE!! NEON
BEER SIGNS only 10 left: 2
Zoors, 1 Coors Light, 1
Zarsliwg, 1 Miller High Life,
1 Lite, 1 Pabst Blue Ribbon,
I Lowenbrau, and 1 Miller Geniune Draft Guitar. Must sell!!
Also a few clocks and lights
left. Call Dave at 776-3868 or
stop by 204 West Hall.

Earn $hundreds weekly$ in
your spare time. United Services of America is looking for
homeworkers to perform mail
services. Incentive programs
available. For information send
large self-addressed envelope
to USA 24307 Magic Mtn.
Pkwy. Suite 306, Valencia.
Cal. 91355
PART-TIME POLITICS:
Clean Water Action is now hiring fall campaign workers.
Earn $6-8 per hour. Gain
public speaking, management,
and political organizing skills.
Help clean Boston Harbor:
Pass state and nat’l environmental laws. Hours 5-10
p.m. Campus and Red Line
locations. Call 423-46_61.
WANTED LAUNDROMAT
ATTENDANT part-time
mornings some weekends,
flexible person preferred clean atmosphere, employee
discounts. Call Debbie at
395-1450 between In and 5.
Creative teacher wanted for
Winchester after school program. Mon. - Fri., 230-6:00
p.m. Must have camp experience. Call Betty Wolsky,
721-1514.

+

Sleep sofa, iron twin beds,
rock maple sofa and chair,
lamps, large mirrors, hair
dryer, wedding gown, white
leather coat with lamb trim,
white and tan rabbit coat, all
size 10. Call anytime:
438-9196.

€orsale

“SHOT GLASSES FOR
SALE“ Take the “Jumbo
Shot” with the unique 2-02,
black shot glass or the classic
1.5-02. Tufts University shot.
Tufts Champion SWEATSHIRTS also available. Only
$28. Call Chris at 625-5573 or
Iohn and Jay at 625-6045.
UZ PHOTOS! Yes, real pis of
Bono and the bunch! Must
see! $5 each. Call Steve at
666-8423.
FUTONS FOR SALE Direct
from Factory, 8” thick,
full size cotton $89, cotton
foam
$119,
FREE
DELIVERY
Call 629-2802 or 629-2339

FLEETWOOD MAC tickets
on sale for Oct. 30 and Oct.
31. MUST SELL!!! Realgood
seats at the Boston Garden.
Can take the “T” to get there.
Please call Jdie at 776-4301.
For sale: Charming onebedroom condominium Close
to Tufts at 77 Liberty Ave.
This top floor condo. features
a modern kitchen and bath
and spacious layout. OdY
$115,000. CallMarkat Realty
World Star 576-1770.

*

loonesbury

BY GC

HELP WANTED! Delivery
and inside work available.
Flexible hours and good work
environment. Make great
money this semester and come
deliver for Somerville House
of Pizza. Call 666-8232.W
PART TIME JOBS FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT $5-7/hr; 14-40 hrslweek,
choose your days. Join a
diverse group of students on
MassPIRG’s campaign for the
Toxic Use Reduction Act.
Make friends, money and a
difference. Call 576- 1078.
The International Environmental
Group,
GREENPEACE is hiring part
time / full time for their
outreach staff. Work afternoons, evenings or weekends.
Earn money and make a difference. Call Alex 576-1651*
Wanted: 2 people to share a
:lean modern apartment.
6600.00 a month. Call Sabrina
Days at 491-3771; nights after
5:OO at 321-6361.
Class Ring Urgently Wanted.
Call 862-8264.
Babysitter needed in my
house in Charlestown for a 2
I/2 year old and a 5 month
old. Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Friday afternoons, for
the months of November
through F e b r u a r y . References r uired. Call
241-7214. @
Sax player/guitarist looking to
joidform band. If interested
call Scott 625-6152.
class28/jb
F U N D RAISER F O R
GOOD CAUSE
Dynamic people needed as
phone canvassers for Senior
Citizen’s group working on
health care issues, 2-4 nights
a week. Earn up to $12.00 an
hour. Call Steve. Mass Senior
Action 776-3100.

ryouts for Varsity and Junior CHRISTEN: And all
arsityare
tams
Women’s November
Basketball who happen to have the Same
GREAT birthday; What a col%sal event we have occuring
nere. It’s no wonder they’ve
decided to make it a birthweek, so eat vegetables.
&sten
lear Mr. Clay,
I need two Jimmy CLiffconcr
Okay. You win. We give
tickets BAD!! If you have a
I. Here you go. Okay,
to sell, call Jennifer
iere... it’s back on. Enjoy.
625-4367.
Love,
New England Teleuhone
To the sexy baseball play1
Christian, whose moves are
bit too smooth - if you ai
)ear Mark (alias Mr. MD)
some friends would still like
lappy Birthday!! It’s about
b e you can join the rest of US come up, there is a par
Saturday night. The number
.t the-pub. I guess we won’t
538 not 584. I’d like to get
Lave to spend Friday nights at
know you well.
he movies anymore. Have a
- Cathv
:ood one!
FRIIDAAY!!!
Love, Tracev
Bone Party Action, Actic
Markypooh,
Action! - See Bubbles
I ,&s those long afternoons a1 - See Brad Surf
the hospital... New York ius1 - Play Haaad Ball
isn’t the same without YOU
- Microwave Ramen Prid
Have a Happy Birthday!!
**Meet Ted J. Willson**
With Love, Hilda
(Please leave all cans, bottl
P.S. Stop “pounding YOU
and hosebags at home.)
pud”
JP - Will a week go by
LBR,
which you don’t get quoted
Dinner was great ... Desser
the Daily? Have a weeke
was better. And “Thi
and try not to scare anyo
Squeeze” was the best. W
Caw, Caw - MJ
have to make a habit of it.
TO ALL DEVILS ,
- ET Bookends (DAE)
PS Don’t you hate when rud,
HEART HALLOWEI
PARTY at the DEVI
people read other peoples
message boards? Yes, thi
DUNGEON on Saturday, (
meanc vou.
tober 31st, our leaders bir
day. Animal sacrifit
417,
debauchary, NAKED twis
Thanks for returning the tap
It looks better than ever . torture, and fun. Proper at1
required.
GOTCHA!
IMMORALITY
103
UNLIMITED, INC.
I? S. YOUshould have told mu
Mr. Schmamms,
SOBB LlciGY ZIGGY ZIDI
If you try to further disru
and
JACOl the West Hall Halloween €?
JINGLEMASTER: Welcom ty, we will find you. And ’
IO Tufts and Welcome to ou
will kill you.
Potato Fest; Peacemongers!
- The West Hall Coalition 1
Love, Scott, Marc. and E n d a better Halloween
‘‘:0°
Cousens Gym’
.e Welcome!!

personals

Quotation Of The Day11

?Y TRUDEAU

“We are dealing with the best educated generation in history. But they ’ve got a brain dressed up with nowhere to go. ”

. .

-well-known acid guru Timothy Leary
-Ashley and m i t e

1
I

tions, tune ups, oil changes,
brakes, tires and alignment.
Collision work, glass replacement, Champman locks,
security, stereo installations,
md insurance work. Call
488-3800
Tan-TaG pf Medford, cleanest
Cabs and Drivers in Medford,
Reservations accepted, 24 hc
Airport Service, call 395-6666.
AUDIBLE SOUND COMPANY offers discounts and
deals on ALL major brands of
hi-fi, video, :-’s, cameras and
dl types of home electronics,
new & used! We accept tradeins! Cassettes always in stock!
Get your best price, then call
US! (391-1988) In service at
Tufts for 9 years! Having a party? Let us provide the sound
system!(391-1988)* Word processing - Draft &
final revisions for reports,
manuscripts, theses, &
resumes. Reasonable rates
($2.00 ss; $2.00 s W ; $1.75 ds).
Revision rates adjusted accordingly on our first draft. All
work done on premises by p m
fessional secretaries. Call
C.W.S. & ask for Terry or Kim
at 625-5621.
TYPE-TECH WORD PROCESSING SERVICE - for all
your typing/word processing
needs. Theses, term papers,
letters, resumes, dissertations,
etc. Accurate, affordable, and
prompt service guaranteed.
3O-day free storage on Wang
PC. Approx. one mile fiom
Tufts’
campus.
Call
ROCHELLE at 396-4080.

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

wa . m r m

Today:

W17H nk? m
t
G
?
h
s

Ms.Leona OMnnor,
Exec. Vice President
of Bloom County,Inc.
will tell a funny
politicaljoke.
All of us here in
managenlent are

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

~

@
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THAT XFIAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henn Arnold and Bob Lee

Unscramblethese lour Jumbles.
onelettertoeechsquaraloform

four ordinary words

.111.---

I

.

.

Prhr answer here:

I

-

ACROSS
1 Small branch
6 Put olf
11 Plcks out
13 Stronghold
15 Unfriendly
16 Spanning
17 Linkletter
18 Library sign
20 Song syllable
21 Type l y w
23 College
abbr.
ofllclals
Ascots
Klngly
--Magnon
Got up
29 Say again
31 Pat and
Richard
33 Polish
34 Entire amount
35 Very large
nab
38 Odors
41 Identical and
lratemal
42 Make lace
44 Oozes
46 Pealed
47 Skln openlngs
49 Track part
50 Common abbr.
51 In suspended
animation
53 Alphabet
sequence
54 Ungodliness
56 Showed
amusement
58 Ind. homes:
var.
59 Reprobates
60 Llauld
miasures
61 Praises
24
25
27
28

Leona!

,,

N.Y. NEWS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

i
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At the Old Spiders’ Home

(Answers lomorrow,
Jumbles: CURVE GLORY SAVORY FORGET
Answer: The person who ma
than anyone eIse-V&%~
‘roub‘e

~

1
2
4
3
5

6

.
F 1887 Tribune Media SeNlCeI

1°C

A11 Rights Resewed

7 Femlnlne
sulfix
8 Remote
9 Newspaper
Issue
10 Avenge
11 Place to sit
12 Pick out
13 Large weapon
14 Rent
19 Corn unlt
22 Old World
plover
24 Certain
fisherman
26 Drlps
28 Wheel holders
30 Hatchet
a
32 I‘DOWN
Camera”
Not as tall
35
Hlt,
as a fly
Klnd of stamp
36 Fresh guy
Egyptian
Nonsense!
perhaps
goddess
37 Rages
ICV
38 Purloins
39 Filtered in a
P6onograph
way
records

10129187

10129187

40 Web
makers
41 Pay tor
43 Body
45 Coasters
part

48 Symbol of
slowness
51 Per
(by the
52 Salad
day) fish
55 Ecological

47 Puts
forth

57 Wildebeest
group: abbr

-

